Instruction Manual

PROFESSIONAL SOUND SYSTEM

F-505W F-505G
F-605W F-605G

Speaker Systems

Features
1. The Toa F-505W and the F-505G are 2-way tuned port speaker systems consisting of a 8"
high power woofer and a CD (constant directivity) horn tweeter coupled to a high efficiency
driver.
2. The TOA F-605W and the F-605G are 2-way tuned port speaker systems consisting of a 12"
high power woofer and a CD (constant directivity) horn tweeter coupled to a high efficiency
driver.
3. These highly durable lightweight speakers have been designed with an emphasis on accurate
sound reproduction. They offer ease in both mobility and installation and can be used for a
wide variety of applications.
4. The Constant Directivity (CD) Horn assures a uniform, well controlled dispersion pattern
60° Horizontal × 40° Vertical, within specified frequency response.
5. The modern, compact speaker enclosure is made of a low-foam polypropylene resin that
provides precise acoustic characteristics and is extremely durable.
6. Push-in terminals and phone jacks are provided for inputs. It is also possible to change the
phone jack into an XLR connector.

Specifications
F-505W/F-505G

F-605W/F-605G

Enclosure:
Low-foam polypropylene, tuned port bass reflex design
Speakers
High Frequency: Constant Directivity Horn coupled to a
compression driver
Low Frequency: 8" high power
Power handling capacity
Continuous Pink Noise:
80 watts RMS of band-limited pink noise

Enclosure:
Low-foam polypropylene, tuned port bass reflex design
Speakers
High Frequency: Constant Directivity Horn coupled to a
compression driver
Low Frequency: 12" high power
Power handling capacity
Continuous Pink Noise:
120 watts RMS of band-limited pink noise

(40 Hz to 20 kHz)

(40 Hz to 20 kHz)

Continuous Program:
240 watts
Nominal impedance:
8 ohms
Sensitivity:
93 dB (1W/1m)
Frequency response:

Continuous Program:
360 watts
Nominal impedance:
8 ohms
Sensitivity:
98 dB (1W/1m)
Frequency response:

70 Hz — 20 kHz

65 Hz — 20 kHz

Crossover frequency:
3 kHz
Input terminals:
1/4" phone jack × 2; also, Push-in terminals
Color:
Ivory (F-505W)
Dark Grey (F-505G)
Dimensions:
11.1(H)×17.8(W)×9.1(D)inches
282(H)×452(W)×231(D)mm
Weight:
Approx. 16.5 Ibs (7.5 kg)

Crossover frequency:
2 kHz

Input terminals:
1/4" phone jack x 2; also, Push-in terminals
Color:
Ivory (F-605W)
Dark Grey (F-605G)
Dimensions:
15.4(H)×21.7(W)×10.6(D) inches
392(H)×552(W)×270(D) mm
Weight:
Approx. 37.5 Ibs (17 kg)
* Specification are subject to change without notice.

Protection Circuitry

Rear Mounted Input
Push-in terminals

These speaker systems have individual protection circuits that will protect the woofer & tweeter from overload. When the protection circuitry is activated, the

input power to the woofer will be automatically attenuated by 15 dB and the tweeter will be disconnected.
1/4" phone jacks

Push-in terminals and phone jacks (2 each) are all internally connected in parallel with each other.
When using an XLR connector, remove the jack panel
and fit the XLR connector in the resultant opening.

High-Frequency Level Control

When the output level of the woofer or tweeter suddenly drops because the protection circuitry has been activated, immediately turn down the amplifier volume and
wait until the circuitry automatically resets (from about
2 to 20 seconds).
Then you may resume using the speaker after adjusting

the volume to a lower level.

Frequency Response
1W/1m: Swept 1/3 octave pink noise
F-505W/F-505G

F-605W/F-605G

Adjust the tweeter's sound pressure level with this control, as necessary.
(F-605W, F-605G only)

High-frequency level control setting: "0dB"
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F-505W
F-605W

F-505G
F-605G

Please see the reverse side for English manual.

F-505W/F-505G

F-605W/F-605G

